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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good afternoon.  I’m Justin Kamens from Westat.  Today, Laura Alvarez-Rojas and I will be discussing some of the unique requirements of the sample quality control procedures of the Commercial Buildings Energy Consumption Survey or CBECS.  Our co-author David Morganstein is here and will join in the panel discussion.  Bob Patchen unfortunately could not be here today.



CBECS Overview
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• Sponsored by U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), Energy 
Information Administration (EIA)

• Mandated by DOE Organization Act of 1977
• Sole national estimates of the number, size, energy use 

and energy costs for U.S. commercial buildings
• Provides vital details on energy-related building 

characteristics, activities, technology trends
• Conducted every 3 to 5 years since 1979
• 2012 data collection performed April - November, 2013

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Commercial Buildings Energy Consumption Survey (CBECS) is part of an ongoing series of energy-related surveys conducted by the Energy Information Administration of the U.S. Department of Energy.CBECS is important to overall U.S. energy policy and planning because it provides the sole national estimates on the number and size of commercial buildings in the United States, and collects comprehensive data about their energy consumption and expenditures. CBECS was first conducted in 1979 and has been fielded every three to five years since; the 2012 survey is the tenth iteration.  Interviews for the current cycle were performed from April through November, 2013.CBECS is conducted in two phases. The first phase is the Buildings Survey, where CBECS interviews are conducted at the sampled building.  The second phase of CBECS is the Energy Supplier Survey (ESS) --  a follow-up survey of the energy providers.This presentation focuses on phase one of the CBECS, the Buildings Survey; the ESS is still in progress and will be completed early in 2015.



CBECS Quality Control Challenges
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• Unique unit of analysis (an entire building)

• Large variations in size, configuration, and uses

• Unfamiliar concepts for field interviewers

• Many “gray areas” and opportunities for error

• Sampling and screening procedures are unique, 
complex, time-consuming, and IMPORTANT

• CBECS sampling QC must take all of this into account

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our presentation will focus on some of the quality control procedures that we used on CBECS, and why they were so crucial to reduce survey error.CBECS has a complex sample design and a unique unit of analysis – a commercial building – which makes it different from other studies in a number of ways.For instance, the sample units vary widely in size, type and construction, each of which are important factors in sample selection.   Buildings can appear to be one structure when in fact they are made up of several different structures for CBECS sampling purposes.  Errors in reporting and processing these measures can invalidate measure of size and other key sampling variables.  Moreover, many of the concepts are new to field staff.Minimizing survey error comes down to making sure that interviewers are trained and that they apply concepts properly and reliably.The CBECS listers and interviewers underwent extensive in-person and online training programs that covered all definitions and procedures used during data collection.  The CBECS sampling concepts were reviewed to ensure that interviewers grasped and could apply them successfully in the field.We developed and carried out comprehensive quality control procedures to check that screening, sampling, and interviewing procedures were performed consistently and appropriately.  Today, we’ll share our approach to these procedures and what we learned from this experience.



CBECS Sampling Topics

1. CBECS Design Objectives

2. Multiple Buildings

3. Strip Shopping Center

4. Square Footage Edits

5. Conclusions and Future Research
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
First, we’ll provide more background about the CBECS design and what we mean exactly by “commercial building.”Next, we’ll talk about three procedures that we used as part of CBECS design and the methods that we used to ensure that they are carried out correctly.The first two of these procedures – multiple buildings and strip shopping center buildings – are types of sub-sampling procedures that occurred after the creation of the initial frame.The third procedure we’ll discuss is our square footage edit check, which followed  the collection of data on any  given building unit.Finally, we’ll end by discussing some of our conclusions and suggestions for future research.



2. CBECS Design Objectives
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Area Sample

Special 
Lists

Airports
Colleges/Univ.
Hospitals
GSA
Other large bldgs.

151 PSUs with
763 SSUs

Initial Building Sample ~12,000 Cases

Duplicates

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From a sampling standpoint, CBECS faced a number of unique challenges.  Because there is no single census of buildings in the United States, several sources must be used to build a complete frame.CBECS used a multistage area probability sample supplemented by a sample of buildings from several list frames within the primary sampling units (PSUs).  These supplemental building lists included lists of Hospitals, Airports, University Buildings, Government Buildings, and other Large Buildings.A deduplication process was used to resolve building records that appeared in both the area sample and in the special list sample.  The Venn diagram pictured here illustrates this process—the overlapping “duplicates” would be removed from the area sample.Today, for the sake of time, most of our presentation will be limited to topics related to the area probability sample.The area sample frame was created from lists of buildings made by field staff who listed every commercial building that they came across in a given area. The square footage and activity usage of the building were used as stratification variables during selection. 



What is a Commercial Building?

1. Structure: Enclosed with walls that extend from the 
foundation to the roof

2. Size: Larger than 1,000 square feet

3. Activity: Used primarily for commercial activities
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Presentation Notes
For CBECS, the unit of the analysis is one commercial building;  applying this definition consistently when putting together the sample frames and conducting interviews, is key to minimizing survey error. The definition that CBECS uses for a building has three parts.  To be in scope a building must:Meet the minimum structural requirements. To be considered a building, a structure must be totally enclosed with walls that extend from the foundation to the roof.   Second, it must meet the minimum size requirements.  Data  were collected for buildings larger than 1,000 square feet.  However, in order to ensure sufficient coverage on the lower end of this range, buildings 500 square feet and larger were included on the area sample frame.Finally, to be considered a building for CBECS,  it must have sufficient commercial activities.



2. Multiple Buildings
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Westat – 1600 Research Boulevard

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One possible outcome when creating the area frame for CBECS is that when the field interviewer arrives on site, what the lister recorded as one building turns out to be two.  For example, say that an interviewer is assigned a building called “Westat,” but when she arrives on site, she finds that what was listed as one building, “Westat”, is really two buildings attached via a skywalk as shown in the picture.According to the CBECS definition of a building, this structure is technically two buildings, meaning one interview covering both of these structures would not be consistent with our unit of analysis.Rather than conducting one interview for each building, to control costs and decrease respondent burden, we need to subsample these buildings.



Multiple Building Procedures
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1. Multiple Building Screening/Listing

2. Home Office Quality Control

3. Building Selection

4. Field assignment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All multiple building complexes were identified during completion of the building screener.  If the interviewer confirmed that the original listing information described multiple buildings, each building was listed on a form. The interviewer recorded the square footage category and the primary activity of the building.  In many cases, especially when the building was part of a campus, interviewers were encouraged to sketch a map.Next, Home Office staff reviewed each form as part of the established quality control procedures, which we’ll detail in a moment.Once a multiple building passed the quality control check, each eligible building within the multiple building was given a chance for selection by the statistical staff and selected at a rate according to the size class and use class of the building.Finally, new field assignments were created for any selected buildings.



Multiple Building QC Checks
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• Check that:
• Listed structures are in-scope for CBECS

• Listed buildings are not sample duplicates

• Activity and size categories are appropriate

• Review online resources when available to supplement 
existing records

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At the Westat Home Office the multiple building lists were reviewed before the listed buildings were subsampled. The first step was to confirm that structures listed were indeed considered buildings under the CBECS definition that we described before.  For example, if only one of the buildings was totally enclosed with walls, or if attached structures did not actually contain a permanent dividing wall, then no subsampling was required.Equally important was to ensure that the buildings listed did not already exist under a different record on the frame.  Including any buildings already on the frame (other than in the sampled record) would result in the building  having too much of a chance of selection, resulting in decreased quality of the sample.Finally, the reviewer made sure that the interviewer properly categorized the primary use activity and square footage class for each building.In some instances, the reviewer used online tools such as Google Maps Streetview, Bing Maps, or Google Earth.  These tools provide aerial views of buildings that often revealed features not visible to field interviewers on the ground.



Multiple Buildings QC Pass Rate
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Result Count Percent of received

Passed QC (Final) 188 44.8

Failed QC (Final) 232 55.2

Total Received 420 100.0

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As this table shows, our quality control process effectively identified cases that would otherwise have been incorrectly subsampled.Of the 420 multiple building cases that interviewers submitted, 188, or about 45% passed our QC check at the home office, while 232, or about 55% failed the check.The majority of the cases that failed the QC were sent back to the field with specific feedback to interviewers regarding the scope of the sampled unit, and an explanation of why it didn’t qualify for subsampling.These procedures played a vital role in maintaining the correct unit for the collected data and the integrity of the sample.Much of the success of this program was a result of the increased availability and improvement of online resources, as compared to previous rounds of the study.  Previously, the review of multiple buildings was done almost exclusively by looking at the forms themselves.While this sort of review was sufficient in many cases this round, the available online tools provided an additional level of scrutiny in monitoring subsampling procedures.



3. Strip Shopping Centers

• Strip shopping centers are special types of buildings that 
require specific procedures in CBECS

• Usually no single respondent with adequate knowledge of 
the entire building to complete the CBECS interview

• Diverse types of tenants (general use) and corresponding 
variety in energy consumption (intensity)

• Growing number of building types share some 
characteristics of strip shopping centers, without the 
diversity of use

• Often difficult for interviewers to classify correctly 
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The next QC procedure we will present is about the Strip Shopping Centers.The collection of complete and high-quality data about strip centers has been a continual challenge for the CBECS. These buildings must be treated differently for several reasons,- Including the fact that, for many Strip Centers, there is no single respondent with adequate knowledge of the entire strip center to complete the CBECS interview;- The diverse types of tenants and the corresponding variety in energy consumption dependent on (its general) use; and- The increasing range of building types all over the country that have shared characteristics with Strip Centers, without the diversity of use.We are interested in the Strip Center as a whole, to get the total expenditure and usage, not in the establishments (individually).



Strip Shopping Center?
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Presentation Notes
Is this a Strip Shopping Center?This building contains a collection of shops, stores, restaurants, and other establishments, each with their own entrance from outside. There’s a parking lot, and a name associated to it.



Strip Shopping Center?
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Presentation Notes
Now, is this a Strip Center? Let’s look at it…These buildings don’t seem to be built as a unit.They probably were not built at the same time.They are at the street level and so is the parking.The first floor of these buildings are shops, but the upper levels look residential.This looks more like a row of buildings in a commercial area. Interviewers were trained to evaluate all these things to conclude that this is not a Strip shopping center.



Characteristics of Strip Shopping Centers

• Usually built as a unit

• Structures about the same age

• Usually set back from the street

• Primarily occupied by retail establishments

• Parking areas in front

• Usually has a name (e.g., “New Town Shopping Center”)
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Emphasizing the characteristics of the Strip Shopping Centers, when training field staff, is key to avoid problems identifying them.They are usually built as a unit.The structures are about the same age.They are usually set back from the street, andPrimarily occupied by retail establishments.The parking facilities are usually located in the front of the building, andThey have a name associated with it, like “New Town Shopping Center”.



Interviewer Role
• Located the sampled building

• Assessed the situation: is this building a strip shopping center?

• Completed a screener form:

• Listed all the establishments

• Paced off the distance across the front of each 
establishment

• Determined the primary activity (e.g., retail store)

• Scanned the screener form using laptop and transmitted to 
Home Office for review
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A key step in successfully conducting the survey is to closely monitoring the interviewers’ work.The initial task for them was to locate the sampled building.They would ask the question: is the building a Strip Shopping Center?If so, then they filled out a form,listing the name and address of each establishment,They paced off the distance across the front of each establishment.They determined its primary activity.       like “restaurant”, “Vacant”, or “retail store”.Once they finished, they scanned and Transmitted the screener form to the Home Office.



Home Office Role

Reviewed each form transmitted

• Does the building meet the CBECS definition of a strip shopping 
center?

• Used online tools such as strip shopping center web site when 
available (maps occasionally)

• Used Google, WhitePages.com, Google Earth Pro, Bing and 
others

• Interviewers revisited the site in-person as needed

• For each establishment, checked number of paces:  was this 
reasonable, and consistent with its general use?
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The Home Office then reviewed each forms transmitted, and tried to- Ensure that the building was indeed a Strip Shopping Center for CBECS Purposes    (the general use categories of the establishments listed reflected those that one would expect in a strip center.)- If in doubt, online resources, like the web page and map of the strips were used when available.   Google, White pages, or Bing were used as well to confirm the information.Sometimes this information still couldn’t resolve the questions, and the interviewer was sent back to the site.The Home Office also tried to ensure that the number of paces recorded for each establishment was reasonable and consistent with its general use.



Strip Shopping Center QC Results
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Result Count Percent of 
Received

Passed QC (final) 421 75.0

Failed QC (final)

Not a Strip Shopping
Center

138 24.5

Other problem 3 0.5

Total Received 562 100.0

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This table presents the QC results for the Strip shopping Centers.562 Forms were transmitted.75% of them were correctly filled out and passed the QC.The remaining forms were treated as regular buildings.Let me emphasize that we do not have the list of establishments in advance. The frame is put together as data collection is happening.



Sampling Staff Role

Checks for subsampling of establishments

• Total establishments: 3 to 20

• General use code provided

• Number of paces: from 5 to 100
• Proxy for the total square footage of the establishment
• New procedure adopted in 2012
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- Once the HO approved the information in the form, it was reviewed, keyed, uploaded to the system, and made available to the sampling staff.- Sampling staff ran additional QC checks before subsampling establishments.- These checks verified that the number of establishments were from 3 to 20,- That there was a general use code assigned, and- That the number of paces were from 5 to 100.      We identify 1 establishment with 2 paces, that turned out to be a DONUTS shop- This measure was a proxy for the total Square Footage of the establishment.This is a new procedure that was adopted in 2012.     We cannot evaluate this method yet, but will be able to do so, once the energy consumption and expenditure estimates are produced.If these checks failed, the cases were sent back to the HO for further research.The QC steps performed by the HO and sampling staff are improvements from previous cycles, where interviewers did the sampling after listing the establishments.



Subsampling Establishments

• Establishments were subsampled using a probability 
proportional to size (PPS) sampling method

• New cases generated for establishment interviews, and a short 
interview about the entire building

• This is the only type of building where establishment interviews 
were conducted
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The subsampling of establishments was done using a probability proportional to size sampling method.A higher probability of being selected was assigned to:   Larger establishments   or establishments who’s main activity was energy intensive, like Food sales, Food service, or Dry cleaner/Laundromat.A low probability of being selected was assigned to:    Vacant, or other.Once the sampling was done, this generated new cases for establishment interviews,and a short interview about the entire building, to be completed by the manager of the Strip Shopping Center.It is important to mention that this was the only type of building where establishment interviews were conducted.



Quality Impact on CBECS Estimates

• If the establishment activity was not correctly identified or the 
number of paces was in error, then a misclassification would 
result

• The sampling rate would not be optimal

• The precision of the estimates derived for the strip shopping 
centers would be reduced
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We expect that the QC effects on the estimates will be reflected in these facts:- If the establishment activity was not correctly identified or the number of paces was in error, then a misclassification would result,- The sampling rate would not be optimal, and- The precision of the estimates derived for the Strip Shopping Centers would be reduced.



4. Square Footage Edits

• Was the interview potentially conducted in a wrong building?

• Was the interview conducted for an entire campus, not just the 
sampled building(s)?

• Was the interview conducted in a portion of the sampled 
building?

• Was the interviewed building duplicated in the sampling frame?
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And the last QC procedure we are going to present is about the Square Footage Edits.This is a main concern that would impact the estimates greatly.In our QC work, we had to evaluate the scope of the interview, determiningwhether it was potentially conducted in the wrong building.Or if it was conducted for an entire campus, when there was only one or a few buildings sampled.We also had to evaluate if the interview was conducted for only a portion of the sampled building.And determine if the interviewed building was a duplicate in the sampling frame.



Square Footage Edits (cont.)

• Weekly checks run on buildings reported as complete, out-of-
scope, terminated during interview

• Square Footage critical edit checks
• Frame size
• Interview size
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
During data collection, checks were run on buildings with interview reported as complete-, out-of-scope-, or terminated.The critical Square Footage Edit Check was to compare the Frame Size of the building vs. the Interview Size.



Square Footage Edit - Example

Interview information:

Interview Size Class: 2 (10,001 - 25,000 Sq. Ft.)

Frame information:

Frame Size Class: 6 (200,001-500,000 Sq. Ft.)
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In this example we can see thatThe interviewer reported a size class 2.But the frame indicated that this building was a class 6.So, how do we know which size is correct?



Checking Square Footage Online

• Find the interviewed building

• Estimate perimeter of the roof

• Check number of floors

• Calculate the square footage

• Determine whether frame size or 
interview size is correct
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Using internet tools- We were able to locate the interviewed building – sometimes it was very challenging and time consuming because, say Google would only give the approximate location of the address.We estimated the perimeter of the roof. This wasn’t an easy task either, as sometimes the building would have complicated shapes.Another challenge was to determine how many floors were in the building. For example, part of this building had 8 floors, whereas the other part only 2. and     Sometimes we couldn’t see the front of the building because the view was covered by trees.Having the perimeter estimate and the number of floors, then we were able to estimate the square footage of the building, andDetermine whether the frame size or the interview size was correct.



Possible Findings and Decisions

• If the interviewed building was located

• Correct building:  interview (or frame) size confirmed

• Incorrect building: closed out as wrong building

• The listing turned out to be a campus

• Interviewer should have listed all buildings and submitted to 
Home Office for subsampling

• Home office completes listing and performs subsampling
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Here are some findings and decisions taken:When the interviewed building was located,If it was the correct building, then the size was confirmed.If an incorrect building was interviewed, then it was closed as a wrong building.Or for example, if the listing was actually a campus,The interviewer should have listed all buildings and sent the information to the Home Office for subsampling.The HO would complete the listing and perform subsampling.



5. Conclusions and Future Research
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• CBECS unit of analysis and complex sampling goals 
continue to require major investment in QC process

• While time-consuming, reduction of survey error means 
QC procedures pay off in better quality estimates

• Consider expanded interviewer training on building 
concepts with more real-world exercises

• Continue to assess and refine uses of online mapping 
and imaging resources for listing, screening

• Investigate the use of new mobile devices and GPS 
tools to move some edit checks to the field in real time

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally, these are some conclusions and future research:- CBECS unit of analysis and complex sampling goals continue to require major investment in QC process- While time-consuming, reduction of survey error means QC procedures pay off in better quality estimates- Consider expanded interviewer training on building concepts with more real-world exercises- Continue to assess and refine uses of online mapping and imaging resources for listing, screening- Investigate the use of new mobile devices and GPS tools to move some edit checks to the field in real time
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Thank you!
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